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Good afternoon,
 

On Monday, April 26th, the Arts and Humanities 2 Panel of the ASC Curriculum Committee reviewed
a new course proposal for English 3121.
 
The Arts and Humanities 2 Panel unanimously approved the request with four recommendations:

Recommendation: The Panel noticed that the instructor planned on using the Secure
Media Library for this course and would like to let the department know that the
Secure Media Library will become defunct beginning AU21.
Recommendation: The Panel suggests adding a line in the syllabus letting students
know that they have options for free student trials or student discount rates for
subscription services such as Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime, etc.
Recommendation: The Panel asks that the instructor use their official Ohio State email
account and not a personal email account for contact purposes, as to stay compliant
with Ohio State’s data policies.
Recommendation: The Panel recommends separate the total grades for exams into
individual exam percentages.

Additionally, on Friday, May 7th, the Themes Panel of the ASC Curriculum Committee reviewed a
new GE: Themes proposal for English 3121.
 
The Themes Panel did not vote on the proposal as they would like the following points addressed:

The Panel feels as if the current GE: Themes submission form responses were
inadequate and too general to satisfy the general Theme ELOs and would like
additional specificity surrounding how the course plans to satisfy the ELOs. The Panel
recommends utilizing specific assignment examples as a showcase. Additionally, the
Panel asks the department to consider if one course can truly adequately fulfill the
ELOs comprehensively enough to satisfy the ELOs of three GE: Themes categories.
The Panel recommends the department and/or the faculty member proposing the
course focus on one or two of the GE: Themes categories.
Each individual Theme group agrees with the feedback from the ASCC Theme Panel and
would like to see further specificity within the submission forms for their respective
Themes category. Each TAG has provided feedback that will be shared with the
department that they believe will help bolster the submission for their respective GE:
Themes category.

The Theme Advisory Groups for the requested GE: Themes additionally provided feedback for the
department regarding the submission, which has been attached as a word document for your
convenience.
 
I will return English 3121 to the departmental queue via curriculum.osu.edu in order to address the
concerns of both Panels.
 
Should you have any questions about the feedback of the Arts and Humanities 2 Panel, please feel
free to contact Luke Wilson, and if you have any questions about the feedback of the Themes Panel,
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GE Theme: Sustainability

· The link to sustainability is implied rather than explicit.  For example, there are no readings or discussions on the concept to contribute to a student’s understanding of sustainability through a literary lens. The terminology is not used in the syllabus. There is little to suggest that a student taking this course would understand how the topics are part of the theme.



· The stated course goals in the syllabus do not have an obvious connection to the ELOs for the course/theme.  Additionally, while energy issues are discussed in detail, the Committee wondered if there would be other offerings that address the “other natural resources” noted in the syllabus or if this is only about energy extraction issues. The extraction literature crosses over the unsustainability of degradation, equity, and economics but less is stated about how that literature considers sustainability alternatives.



· The related course content for the theme ELOs lacks sufficient detail to understand how they link to course goals.  The two primary assignments noted in the syllabus which would be the avenues for meeting the ELOs are the research paper and the short film or dramatic scene.  As written in the syllabus, these assignments explore the extraction narrative but that description does not make an explicit link to environmental/ social/ economic sustainability as described by the ELOs. It is also unclear what students are to do with the knowledge gained of extractive efforts from the sustainability perspective in terms of the paper/drama.



· The Committee suggests discussing ways to explicitly embed the theme with other humanity faculty focused on sustainability issues such as Wendy Hesford in English, Jennifer Eaglin or Bart Elmore in History, Sean Downey in Anthropology, or Eden Lin in Philosophy.  





GE Theme: Lived Environments

· We feel that the new course as proposed seems appropriate for inclusion in the Lived Environment Theme. The schedule in the syllabus and readings/screening seem appropriate and rich. The course addresses multiple types of environments – natural, cultural, and intellectual. However, the application was lacking detail under each Lived Environment ELO as to what specific activities, readings, or assignments will be done to demonstrate that the course will meet the specific Lived Environment ELOs. It is necessary to write out the details here and not just refer to the syllabus. We look forward to seeing a revised application.



GE Theme: Citizenship for a Diverse and Just World

· While we believe ENG 3121 Energy and Natural Resources in Literature, Cultures and Media has the potential to work in our theme, we don’t believe there is enough depth and clarity in the responses to make it clear how that will be done. We’d like to see examples of specific assignment questions or instructions for activities/discussions that illustrate how those teaching the course will assure connections are being made. The descriptions of how students will engage with the theme make sense, but they are too currently broad. We would like to potentially suggest adding the words citizen, justice, and/or diversity in one or more of the descriptions of the assignments or activities as a way to further link the course with the idea of Citizenship. 



please feel free to contact Chuck Daniels, the respective Panel faculty chairs. You may also reach out
to me with questions.
 
Best,
Michael

Michael Hilty
Curriculum and Assessment Assistant
The College of Arts and Sciences
164 Annie and John Glenn Ave, Columbus, OH 43210
330-442-7258 Mobile
hilty.70@osu.edu / asccas.osu.edu
Pronouns: he/him/his
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